Verification of analytical models using ground vibration test
results is common practice in many aerospace applications.
In many cases a finite element model (FEM) is used to analyze the structure and determine its response due to various excitations and under various boundary conditions.
Verification of the FEM is thus required in order to use with
A test-analysis model (TAM) is an analytical model reduced to the same DOF as the instrumented DOF in a modal test.
The TAM provides a direct link which allows the modal parameters of the FEM to be correlatod to the test. This link is depicted in the schematic of Fig. 1 . The full structure FEM model consists of a relatively large number of DOFF, n.
confidence the model to produce response or load predictions.
In contrast, the test model typically has fewer DOF. r, equal
The verification process is centered on ground lest results, and a subsequent correlation of the analysis predictions of these quantities is then conducted to verify the FEM accuracy. This correlation is traditionally limited to comparison of modal parameters, primarily frequencies and mode shapes since terms from the FEM mass and stiffness matrices cannot be explicitly verified on the basis of laboratory tests. However, the FEM and test results typically cannot be directly compared since the FEM often contains many more degrees-of-freedom (1301=) than the responses recorded in the test configuration.
One approach for allowing the test/analysis correlation is to reduce the FEM to the same DOff as those measured in a test. A number of studies involving test/analysis correlation of spacecraft have been previously reported in the literature [1-6]. This paper uses analytically derived "test" results to demonstrate the reduction methodology, and includes an application to a large-order problem from the class of flexible space structures proposed for future missions. Two reduction methods are selected for detailed study. Results are presented to demonstrate each method's accuracy through appfication to a laboratory truss structure using experimental test data. A variety of model reduction methods with varying levels of complexity have been developed over the past quarter century [7-12]. These methods can be categorized by the information used in the reduction procedure as either static, dynamic, or exact reductions. A common feature of each is the development of a Ixansformation matrix, referred to herein as "D'. This matrix relates the DOF retained in the analysis set to those DOF omitted, and is used to form the reduced mass and stiffness matrices (Fig. 2.) . Each reduction method yields a different transformation matrix. However, the solution procedure for the reduced system is identical for each method once the transformation numix has been developed.
In previous works [13, 14] , the transformation matrices produced from several different reduction methods have been compared. In general, static methods involve frequencyindependent transformations.
In contrast, the dynamic and exact reduction methods consist of frequency-dependent transformation matrices, which use modal properties of the full system to compute the reduced system matrices.
Reduced System (rRS) reduction,were selected for detailed evaluation and a_lication to example problems.
Guyan reduction [7] has been a frequently used method in structural analysis. The 1RS reduction method [10] was developed as an improvement to Guyan reduction. Reduced models derived from both methods reproduce information from the full system stiffness matrix, therefore they are exact for static equilibrium situations. The methods differ, however, in their u'eatment of inertial effects of the omitted degrees-of-freedom 03OF). Guyan reduction does not account for inertial forces at the omitted DOF. However, the IRS method uses the Guyan-reduced solution as a first approximation and then develops an inertial force correction factor. Therefore, when mass associated with the omitted DOF is significant, the IRS method is expected to perform better than the Guyan method.
Application Example
The model reduction and correlation procedures are applied to the test/analysis correlation of a laboratory structure. The focus structure was a ten-bay, cantilevered truss structure constructed of erectable aluminum joints and truss members. This truss.is one of a series of structures being used in the These mode shape results correspond to the larger frequency errors in Table 1 . Correlation values for the modes with the IRS model show excellent accuracy in predicting the full system mode shapes.
When all of the DOF were eliminated from the plates in set " examination of the IRS method using actual test data is 2. the mode shape correlations become increasingly difficult required to explain the poor correlation. to interpret as seen in Figures 9 and t0 , Correlation parameters for the higher modes using the Guyan method dropped below a value of 90. Also, the magnitude of the offdiagonal correlation values become large, indicating the inability of the reduction methods to produce uncorrelated mode shapes without retention of sensors on the tip plates.
In almost all cases, the IRS method produced diagonal terms near 100. However, the first mode of the IRS TAM produced
Assessment of Results
The previous section demonstrated that the 98 DOF sensor set is more than sufficient to produce an accurate TAM.
Additionally. the MAC values using both reduced models produced comparable mode shape correlations with the test mode shapes. Hence, the poor XO correlation described above a XO correlation value of approximately 200 with respect to is attributed to the IRS-reduced mass matrix. This can be the eighth FEM mode. This corresponds to the large explained by examining the correction terms added to the frequency error of over g percent for this mode in Table l . Guyan-reduced mass matrix by the IRS method. The
TesffAnalvsis Correlation
Frequency correlations for the reduced system analysis, using both Guyan and IRS reduction, and the test results using 98 DOF are presented in Table 2 . Test frequencies as displayed in the table are generally lower than the analysis frequencies.
This trend is not unusual in practical situations since local compliances in the test structure are often not modeled accurately with a limited discretizadon. The test results indicate that the second torsional mode, T2, had a higher frequency than the first mode of the third bending mode pair (B3). Thus, modes seven and eight switched their order of occurrence with respect to the analysis results. This is most likely caused by an unmodeled rotational stiffness in the test configuration such as the excitation shaker attachment to the truss. Accordingly, the frequency errors displayed in Table 2 for both reduced models correspond closely to those obtained from the full model analysis. 
Accordingly,
the majority of the plate mass is contained in the omitted set of DOF. This causes the IRS correction term to become extremely large and results in a poorly slxucturcd reduced mass matrix for this example.
Based on the simulation study results the IRS method would be expected to produce more at.curate mode shape correlations than the Guyan method using the modal test data. The IRSreduced model ptxxiuced excellent correlation results when the partitioned FEM mode shapes ate used in the correlation.
However.
the results shown in Fig. 12 Correlation of the reduced model mode shapes and test mode ...... shapes using the MAC criterion is displayed in Fig. 11 . The MAC correlations for both methods are identical. All Each of the reduction methods can provide acceptable diagonal terms are near 100. which indicates the modes accuracy with a sufficient, but often large, choice of DOF predicted by each method have the same shape and are close retained in the reduced model. The analyst must place to the test modes. Recall that modes seven and eight of the increased emphasis on selecting a proper set of reduced DOF test reversed their order of occurrence as seen in the and on selecting a reduction method consistent with the DOF correlation graphs at the seventh and eighth row positions, of choice, all within appropriate limits for the structure being analyzed. It is important to understand the accuracy and When the reduced mass matrices are introduced via the XO limi_tious of_h method prior to its use in order to select a In general, this study confirmed that use of the IRS reduction 
